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Abstract: The Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) has led to the first images of a supermassive black
hole, revealing the central compact objects in the elliptical galaxy M87 and the Milky Way. Proposed
upgrades to this array through the next-generation EHT (ngEHT) program would sharply improve
the angular resolution, dynamic range, and temporal coverage of the existing EHT observations.
These improvements will uniquely enable a wealth of transformative new discoveries related to black
hole science, extending from event-horizon-scale studies of strong gravity to studies of explosive
transients to the cosmological growth and influence of supermassive black holes. Here, we present
the key science goals for the ngEHT and their associated instrument requirements, both of which have
been formulated through a multi-year international effort involving hundreds of scientists worldwide.

Keywords: black holes; general relativity; interferometry; accretion; relativistic jets; very-long-
baseline interferometry; EHT; ngEHT

1. Introduction

The Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) has produced the first images of the supermas-
sive black holes (SMBHs) in the M87 galaxy ([1–8], hereafter M87∗ I–VIII) and at the
center of the Milky Way ([9–14], hereafter Sgr A∗ I–VI). Interpretation of the EHT results
for Sgr A∗ and M87∗ has relied heavily upon coordinated multi-wavelength campaigns
spanning radio to gamma-rays ([10], ETH MWL Science Working Group et al. [15]) In
addition, the EHT has made the highest resolution images to date of the inner jets of several
nearby Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN), demonstrating the promise of millimeter VLBI in
making major contributions to the studies of relativistic radio jets launched from SMBHs
(Kim et al. [16], Janssen et al. [17], Issaoun et al. [18], Jorstad et al. [19]).

The EHT results were achieved using the technique of very-long-baseline interfer-
ometry (VLBI). In this approach, radio signals are digitized and recorded at a collection
of telescopes; the correlation function between every pair of telescopes is later computed
offline, with each correlation coefficient sampling one Fourier component of the sky image
with angular frequency given by the dimensionless vector baseline (measured in wave-
lengths) projected orthogonally to the line of sight [20]. The EHT observations at 230 GHz
are the culmination of pushing VLBI to successively higher frequencies across decades
of development (e.g., [21–23]), giving a diffraction-limited angular resolution of ∼20µas
(for a review of mm-VLBI, see [24]). For comparison, the angular diameter of the lensed
event horizon—the BH “shadow”—is θsh ≈ 10GM/(c2D), where G is the gravitational
constant, c is the speed of light, M is the BH mass, and D is the BH distance [25–28]. For
M87∗, θsh ≈ 40µas; for Sgr A∗, θsh ≈ 50µas.

Despite the remarkable discoveries of the EHT, they represent only the first glimpse
of the promise of horizon-scale imaging studies of BHs and of high-frequency VLBI more
broadly. In particular, the accessible science in published EHT results is severely restricted
in several respects:

• EHT images are effectively monochromatic. The currently published EHT measure-
ments sample only 4 GHz of bandwidth, centered on 228 GHz. BH images are expected
to have a complex structure in frequency, with changing synchrotron emissivity, opti-
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cal depth, and Faraday effects, making multi-frequency studies a powerful source of
physical insight (see, e.g., [29–32]). The EHT has successfully completed commission-
ing observations at 345 GHz [33], which is now a standard observing mode. However,
345 GHz observations will be strongly affected by atmospheric absorption, severely
affecting sensitivity and likely restricting detections to intermediate baseline lengths
among the most sensitive sites (e.g., [34]).

• EHT images have severely limited image dynamic range. Current EHT images are
limited to a dynamic range of only ∼10 [4,11], providing only modest information
about image signatures that are related to the horizon and limiting the ability to
connect the event-horizon-scale images to their relativistic jets seen until now only at
larger scales, via lower wavelength observations.1

For comparison, VLBI arrays operating at centimeter wavelengths routinely achieve a
dynamic range of ∼104 on targets such as M87∗ (e.g., [35]).

• EHT observations have only marginally resolved the rings in Sgr A∗ and M87∗. The
EHT only samples a few resolution elements across the images. For instance, the EHT
has only determined an upper limit on the thickness of the M87∗ ring [6], and the
azimuthal structure of the rings in both sources is poorly constrained.

• EHT images cannot yet study the dynamics of M87∗ or Sgr A∗. The gravitational
timescale is tg ≡ GM/c3 ≈ 9 h for M87∗ and is tg ≈ 20 s for Sgr A∗. In each source, the
expected evolution timescale is ∼50 tg (e.g., [36])—approximately 20 days for M87∗

and 20 min for Sgr A∗. Current EHT campaigns consist of sequential observing nights
extending for only ∼1 week, which is too short to study the dynamical evolution of
M87∗. Moreover, the current EHT baseline coverage is inadequate to meaningfully
constrain the rapid dynamical evolution of Sgr A∗, which renders standard Earth-
rotation synthesis imaging inapplicable [11,12].

In short, published EHT images of M87∗ and Sgr A∗ currently sample only 5× 5
spatial resolution elements, a single spectral resolution element, and a single temporal
resolution element (snapshot for M87∗; time-averaged for Sgr A∗).

The next-generation EHT (ngEHT) is a project to design and build a significantly
enhanced EHT array through the upgrade, integration, or deployment of additional stations
(e.g., [37–44]), the use of simultaneous observations at three observing frequencies [45–47],
and observations that extend over several months or more with a dense coverage in
time [48]. The ngEHT currently envisions two primary development phases. In Phase 1, the
ngEHT will add three or more dedicated telescopes to the current EHT, with primarily dual-
band (230/345 GHz) observations over ∼3 months per year.2 In Phase 2, the ngEHT will
add five or more additional dedicated telescopes, with simultaneous tri-band capabilities
(86/230/345 GHz) at most sites and observations available year-round. The new ngEHT
antennas are expected to have relatively modest diameters (6–10 m), relying on wide
recorded bandwidths, strong baselines to large existing apertures, and long integrations
enabled through simultaneous multi-band observations to achieve the needed baseline
sensitivity. Figure 1 shows candidate ngEHT sites in each phase.

These developments will sharply improve upon the performance of the EHT. Relative
to other premier and planned facilities that target high-resolution imaging (such as the
SKA, ngVLA, ALMA, and ELTs), the defining advantage of the EHT is its unmatched
angular resolution. However, relative to the imaging capabilities of the current EHT, the
defining improvements of the ngEHT images will be in accessing larger angular scales
through the addition of shorter interferometric baselines than those of the present array,
and in expanding the simultaneous frequency coverage. In addition, the ngEHT will
extend accessible timescales of the current EHT by ∼5 orders of magnitude, enabling
dynamic analysis with the creation of movies of Sgr A∗ (through improved “snapshot”
imaging on ∼minute timescales) and AGN including M87∗ (through densely sampled
monitoring campaigns that extend from months to years). Figures 2 and 3 summarize
these improvements.
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existing site
planned site
ngEHT Phase 1
ngEHT Phase 2

existing site
planned site
ngEHT Phase 1
ngEHT Phase 2

Figure 1. Distribution of EHT and ngEHT sites around the globe. Sites that have joined EHT campaigns
are shown in white (see [2]), additional ngEHT Phase-1 sites are shown in cyan, and ngEHT Phase-2
sites are shown in green. Three of the EHT sites have joined since its initial observing campaign in
2017: the 12 m Greenland Telescope (GLT; [49]), the 12 m Kitt Peak Telescope (KP), the Northern
Extended Millimeter Array (NOEMA) composed of twelve 15 m dishes. Several other existing or
upcoming sites that plan to join EHT/ngEHT observations are shown in yellow: the 37 m Haystack
Telescope (HAY; [41]), the 21 m Yonsei Radio Observatory of the Korea VLBI Network (KVN-YS; [42]),
the 15 m Africa Millimetre Telescope (AMT; [43]), and the 12 m Large Latin American Millimeter Array
(LLA; [44]). For additional details on the planned ngEHT specifications, see ngEHT Collaboration [50].

Figure 2. Comparison of image angular resolutions and timescales accessible to the EHT and ngEHT
and the associated scientific opportunities. For M87∗ and Sgr A∗, the ranges of angular resolution and
timescale needed to study the three primary domains–fundamental physics, accretion, and jet launching–are
indicated with the tilted shaded regions. These shaded regions are centered on the resolution-timescale for
each source determined by the speed of light (ct = Dθ). Snapshot images require an array to form images
on these timescales or shorter; average images require an array to form images over significantly longer
timescales; movies require that an array can form images of the full range of timescales from snapshots to
averages. The primary difference in M87∗ and Sgr A∗ is the factor of∼1500 difference in the SMBH mass,
which sets the system timescale. In contrast, the relevant angular scales in these systems are determined by
the mass-to-distance ratio, which only differs by∼20% for these two SMBHs. The approximate resolution-
timescale pair to study each of the ngEHT Key Science Goals is indicated with the inset labeled boxes. Goals
associated with Sgr A∗ or M87∗ are colored in blue or purple, respectively.
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Figure 3. Range of observing frequency and angular resolution for selected current and upcoming facilities,
from radio to the infrared. The ngEHT can achieve an imaging angular resolution that is significantly
finer than any other planned facility or experiment. The ngEHT also envisions simultaneous multi-band
observations, extending from 86 to 345 GHz, which will significantly expand the frequency coverage of
currently published EHT data (black filled region). Figure adapted from Selina et al. [51].

To guide its design, the ngEHT has developed a set of Key Science Goals over the
past two years, with contributions from hundreds of scientists. This process has included
three international meetings3,4,5, a Science Requirements Review (focused on identifying
the most significant ngEHT science drivers), and a System Requirements Review (focused
on identifying the associated instrument requirements). In addition, the ngEHT project has
convened focused workshops on major topics, including assessing the motivation for adding
86 GHz capabilities to the ngEHT design to leverage phase transfer techniques6, environmental
and cultural issues related to ethical telescope siting, and the role of History, Philosophy, and
Culture in the ngEHT (see Section 2.8 and [52] hereafter HPC White Paper). A series of papers
present many aspects of these science cases in greater depth in a special issue of Galaxies7.

In this paper, we summarize the Key Science Goals of the ngEHT and associated
instrument requirements. We begin by discussing specific scientific objectives, organized
by theme, in Section 2. We then summarize the prioritization and aggregated requirements
of these science cases together with a condensed version of the ngEHT Science Traceability
Matrix (STM) in Section 3. Details on the ngEHT concept, design, and architecture are
presented in a companion paper [50].

2. Key Science Goals of the ngEHT

The ngEHT Key Science Goals were developed across eight Science Working Groups
(SWGs). These goals span a broad range of targets, spatial scales, and angular resolutions
(see Figure 2). We now summarize the primary recommendations from each of these
working groups: Fundamental Physics (Section 2.1), Black Holes and their Cosmic Context
(Section 2.2), Accretion (Section 2.3), Jet Launching (Section 2.4), Transients (Section 2.5),
New Horizons (Section 2.6), Algorithms and Inference (Section 2.7), and History, Philoso-
phy, and Culture (Section 2.8).

2.1. Fundamental Physics

BHs are an extraordinary prediction of general relativity: the most generic and simple
macroscopic objects in the Universe. Among astronomical targets, BHs are unique in their
ability to convert energy into electromagnetic and gravitational radiation with remarkable
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efficiency (e.g., [53–56]). Meanwhile, the study of BH stability and dynamics challenges
our knowledge of partial differential equations, of numerical methods, and of the interplay
between quantum field theory and the geometry of spacetime. The BH information para-
dox (e.g., [57]) and the existence of unresolved singularities in classical general relativity
(e.g., [53,58]) point to deep inconsistencies in our current understanding of gravity and
quantum mechanics. It is becoming clear that the main conceptual problems in BH physics
hold the key to many current open foundational issues in theoretical physics.

Astrophysical BH systems are therefore an extraordinary test-bed for fundamental
physics, although their extreme compactness renders them observationally elusive. Matter
moving in the vicinity of an event horizon is subject to both extreme (thermo)dynamical
conditions and intense gravitational fields, thereby providing a unique laboratory for the
study of physical processes and phenomena mediated by the strongest gravitational fields
in the Universe. Furthermore, by understanding the properties of matter and polarised
electromagnetic radiation in this highly-nonlinear (and dynamical) regime, we can probe
the underlying spacetime geometry of BHs and perform new tests of general relativity. The
key to studying physics near the horizon is the capability to resolve, accurately extract,
and precisely measure different features in BH images (see Figure 4). These image features
can be periodic (e.g., oscillating fields), transient (e.g., reconnective processes and flares),
persistent (the photon ring), or stochastic about a mean (e.g., polarization spiral patterns).

Full n = 0 n = 1 n = 2

Photon Ring

Inner Shadow Shadow

Figure 4. BH images display a series of distinctive relativistic features such as the BH apparent
“shadow” (e.g., [27]), “inner shadow” (e.g., [59]), and “photon ring” (e.g., [60]).

The previous measurements of M87∗ and Sgr A∗ from the EHT provide compelling
evidence for supermassive compact objects. The ngEHT has the capability to elevate
existing EHT probes of the strong-field regime. We now describe four key science goals
that target foundational topics in fundamental physics: studies of horizons (Section 2.1.1),
measurements of SMBH spin (Section 2.1.2), studies of a BH photon ring (Section 2.1.3),
and constraints on ultralight boson fields (Section 2.1.4). For a comprehensive discussion
of these topics, see ngEHT Fundamental Physics SWG et al. [61].

2.1.1. Existence and Properties of Horizons

The formation of horizons (regions of spacetime that trap light) as gravitational col-
lapse unfolds is one of the main and outstanding predictions of classical general relativity.
Robust singularity theorems assert that BH interiors are also regions of breakdown of the
classical Einstein equations, while quantum field theory is still associated with conundrums
in the presence of horizons. Testing the existence and properties of horizons is therefore a
key strong-field test of general relativity [62,63]. In astronomical terms, a horizon would be
characterised by a complete absence of emission. It is clear that quantitative discussions of
horizon physics will be strongly influenced both by the error in observational images and
the modelling of matter and (spacetime) geometry at the core of simulated images.

For example, many models, especially those with spherical accretion onto BHs, tend
to exhibit a pronounced apparent “shadow” (e.g., [27,64–66]). This feature shows a sharp
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brightness gradient at the boundary of the “critical curve” that corresponds to the boundary
of the observer’s line of sight into the BH. In contrast, models in which the emission is
confined to a thin disk that extends to the horizon show a sharp brightness gradient in a
smaller feature, the “inner shadow”, which corresponds to the direct lensed image of the
equatorial horizon [26,59,67]. The inner shadow gives the observer’s line of sight into the
BH that is unobscured by the equatorial emitting region.

Hence, BHs can give rise to a rich array of distinctive image features, but studies of
horizons through imaging must account for potential degeneracies between the properties of
the spacetime and those of the emitting material. Firm conclusions from imaging with the
ngEHT will require significant improvements in both the image dynamic range and angular
resolution of current EHT images, which have primarily demonstrated consistency with
predictions of the Kerr metric (see Figure 5) and order-unity constraints on potential violations
of general relativity (see, e.g., Sgr A* VI [14], Psaltis et al. [68], Kocherlakota et al. [69]). To
leading order, the image dynamic range of the ngEHT will determine the luminosity of
the features that can be studied, while the angular resolution will determine the size of
the features that can be studied. Hence, quantitative statements about the existence of
horizons will be primarily influenced by the dynamic range that can be achieved, while
quantitative properties of the spacetime will be determined by the angular resolution [70,71].
Figure 6 shows an example of the improvement in both quantities that is possible using the
ngEHT, enabling new studies of image signatures of the horizon. For additional discussion of
potential ngEHT constraints on exotic horizonless spacetimes such as naked singularities and
(non-hidden) wormholes, see ngEHT Fundamental Physics SWG et al. [61]. In addition to
the necessity of image improvements, multi-frequency studies will be imperative to securely
disentangle properties of the emission (which are chromatic) from features associated with
the lensed horizon (which is achromatic). For all studies of horizons through imaging with
the ngEHT, M87∗ and Sgr A∗ will be the primary targets because of their large angular sizes.

50 μas ≈ 10 θg

Sgr A* April 7
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Figure 5. EHT representative average image of Sgr A∗ using data from 7 April 2017 [11]. The white
circle in the lower-right shows a 20µas beam that gives the approximate EHT resolution. The overlaid
annuli show the predicted ranges of the Sgr A∗ critical curve using measurements of resolved stellar
orbits using the VLTI (blue; [72]) and Keck (red; [73]); the ranges are dominated by the potential
variation in size with spin, dsh = (9.6–10.4)θg [25,74]. The green annulus shows the estimated range
(±1σ) of the critical curve using EHT measurements, which is consistent with these predictions [14].
However, because of the limited baseline coverage of the EHT, key image features such as the
azimuthal brightness around the ring and the depth and shape of the central brightness depression
are only weakly constrained with current observations.
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Figure 6. Accessing signatures of the event horizon with the ngEHT. Each panel shows an image on
a logarithmic scale, with an inset shown with a linear scale. The left panel shows a time-averaged
simulated image of M87∗, which shows a prominent photon ring and inner shadow. The right panel
shows a reconstructed ngEHT image using the Bayesian VLBI analysis package Comrade.jl [75]
applied to simulated ngEHT phase-1 observations. The ngEHT provides both the angular resolution
and dynamic range required to identify the deep brightness depression produced by the inner shadow
in this simulated image.

2.1.2. Measuring the Spin of a SMBH

Astrophysical BHs are expected to be completely characterized by their mass and
angular momentum [55,76,77]. Estimates of a SMBH spin through direct imaging would
provide an invaluable complement to other techniques, such as the X-ray reflection method
(see, e.g., [78]). However, the current EHT measurements provide only marginal, model-
dependent constraints on the spins of M87∗ and Sgr A∗ [5,8,13].

The ngEHT has the opportunity to provide decisive measurements of spin through
several approaches (for a summary of these methods, see [79]). The most compelling
method would be to study the detailed structure of the lensing signatures such as the
photon ring (see Section 2.1.3), or the (inner) shadow (see Section 2.1.1). However, while
spin has a pronounced effect on these features, the effects of spin manifest on scales that are
still much smaller than the nominal resolution of the ngEHT, so a conclusive detection may
not be possible. Nevertheless, the effects of spin may be apparent in the emission structure
on somewhat larger scales, particularly through the polarization structure in the emission
ring (see Figure 7 and [80,81]). Finally, spin signatures are expected to be imprinted in the
time-domain.

At least initially, ngEHT estimates of spin will likely rely on numerical simulations
because unambiguous signatures of spin would require significantly finer angular resolu-
tion. These estimates will likely require confirmation through multiple lines of study—total
intensity, polarization, and time-domain—and through a variety of modeling approaches
including semi-analytic studies (e.g., [82]). Current studies indicate that the time-averaged
polarized structure of M87∗ is the most reliable estimator of spin, with 345 GHz observa-
tions essential to improving angular resolution and also to quantify the potential effects of
internal Faraday rotation on the polarized structure (see, e.g., [29,30,32]).
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Figure 7. Summary of spin signatures in polarized images of time-averaged GRMHD simulations. In
each panel, color indicates brightness and ticks show linear polarization direction. Rows show time-
averaged primary (top) and secondary (bottom) images from MAD GRMHD simulations of M87∗;
columns show varying BH spin, ranging from a rapidly spinning BH with a retrograde accretion
flow (left) to a non-spinning BH (center) to a rapidly spinning BH with a prograde accretion flow
(right). The angular radius of the black hole, M/D, is identical in each panel. The polarization pattern
becomes more radial at higher spin, as frame dragging enforces toroidal magnetic fields near the
horizon. In retrograde flows, the spirals pattern reverses handedeness over radius, indicating the
transition from the prograde rotation within the ergosphere to the retrograde flow at larger radii. The
handedness flips across sub-images, leading to depolarization in the photon ring of the full image
(see [83,84]). By studying the polarized structure and its radial evolution, the ngEHT can estimate the
spin of M87∗ and Sgr A∗ and quantify the effects of frame dragging. Adapted from Palumbo [85].

2.1.3. Constraining the Properties of a Black Hole’s Photon Ring

The image of a BH is determined by two different factors: the complex astrophysical
phenomena in its vicinity, which are the source of the emergent electromagnetic radiation,
and the spacetime geometry, which introduces effects such as gravitational lensing and
redshift. To isolate relativistic effects requires disentangling the complex, turbulent astro-
physical environment from the comparatively simple spacetime dependence. Gravitational
lensing is particularly useful in this context, as it gives rise to matter-independent (“uni-
versal”) features, such as the “photon ring.” The photon ring is a brightness enhancement
along an approximately circular closed curve on the image, which arises from light rays
undergoing multiple half-orbits around the BH before reaching the telescope [60]. These
rays are small deviations from the unstable bound spherical orbits near a Kerr BH [25,86].
We index these half-orbits with the number n; the observer sees exponentially demagnified
images of the accretion flow with each successive n (see Figure 4). At the resolution of
Earth baselines at 230 GHz and 345 GHz, only n = 0 and n = 1 emission is likely to be
detectable. Because the ngEHT cannot resolve the thickness of the primary (n = 0) ring,
ngEHT studies of the photon ring necessarily require some degree of super-resolution, with
associated model-dependent assumptions. In general, the principal challenge for ngEHT
studies of the photon ring is to unambiguously disentangle the signals of the primary and
secondary photon rings (see, e.g., [87]).

In the asymptotic (n→ ∞) limit, the photon ring has an intricate and universal struc-
ture which depends only on the spacetime geometry and acts as a lens for electromagnetic
radiation (e.g., [74,88]). However, even at small-n, the photon ring carries information on
the BH’s mass and spin and provides a novel strong-field test of general relativity [89,90],
especially if combined with a strong independent mass measurement (e.g., as is given by
resolved stellar orbits of Sgr A∗; see Figure 5). A clear goal for the ngEHT is to use the
improved angular resolution and sensitivity to constrain the properties of the photon rings
in M87∗ and Sgr A∗.
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Tests with both geometric model fitting of the sky intensity distribution and emissivity
modelling in the BH spacetime suggest that the long baselines at 345 GHz are a strict
requirement for detecting the n = 1 ring [82,87]. While intermediate baselines are required
to support these model-fitting approaches, achieving the highest possible angular resolution
is the driving requirement for studies of the photon ring. Photon ring detection using time-
averaged images is likely most relevant to M87∗, as Sgr A∗ observations are expected to be
severely affected by scattering in the ionized interstellar medium [91–94]. Alternatively,
signatures of the photon ring may be accessible in the time-domain, where “light echoes”
can appear from either impulsive events such as flaring “hot spots” or from stochastic
fluctuations in the accretion flow (see, e.g., [95–105]).

2.1.4. Constraining Ultralight Fields

The existence of ultralight boson fields with masses below the eV scale has been
predicted by a plethora of beyond-Standard-Model theories (e.g., [106–110]). Such particles
are compelling dark matter candidates and are, in general, extremely hard to detect or
exclude with usual particle detectors. However, quite remarkably, rotating BHs can become
unstable against the production of light bosonic particles through a process known as
BH superradiance [111]. This process drives an exponential growth of the field in the BH
exterior, while spinning the BH down. Superradiance is most effective for highly spinning
BHs and when the boson’s Compton wavelength is comparable to the BH’s gravitational
radius [111]. A BH of mass ∼1010M� such as M87∗ can be superradiantly unstable for
ultralight bosons of masses 10−21 eV (this particular value leads to “fuzzy” dark matter,
predicting a flat distribution that is favored by some observations; [112]).

For very weakly interacting particles, the process depends primarily on the mass and
spin of the BH, and on the mass and spin of the fundamental boson. By requiring the
predicted instability timescale to be smaller than the typical accretion timescale (that tends
to spin up the BH instead), one can then draw regions in the parameter space where highly
spinning BHs should not reside, if bosons within the appropriate mass range exists in
nature. Thus, BH spin measurement can be used to constrain the existence of ultralight
bosons. In particular, obtaining a lower limit on the BH spin is enough to place some
constraints on boson masses (with the specific boson mass range constraint dependent on
the BH spin). This approach is practically the only means to constrain weakly interacting
fundamental fields in this mass range. Davoudiasl and Denton [113] used this line of
argument to constrain masses of ultralight boson dark matter candidates with the initially
reported EHT measurements that the SMBH must be spinning to produce sufficient jet
power [5].

Among all the families of suggested ultralight particles, axions are one of the best
studied and most highly motivated from a particle physics perspective. For axions with
strong self-interactions, the super-radiance process will end up with a weakly saturating
phase where the axion field saturates the highest possible density in the Universe. Due
to the axion-photon coupling, the coherently oscillating axion field that forms around the
BH due to superradiance can give rise to periodic rotation of the electric vector position
angle (EVPA) of the linearly polarized emission. The amplitude of the EVPA oscillation
is proportional to the axion-photon coupling constant and is independent of the photon
frequency. The variations of the EVPA behave as a propagating wave along the photon
ring for a nearly face-on BH. For instance, using the 4 days of polarimetric measurements
of M87∗ published by the EHT collaboration in 2021 [7], one can already constrain the
axion-photon coupling to previously unexplored regions [114,115]. The upper bound on the
axion mass window is determined by the spin of the BH via the condition for superradiance
to occur.

For improved constraints on these fundamental fields and their electromagnetic cou-
plings, the ngEHT must observe polarimetric images of M87∗ in a series of at least 3 days
over a 20-day window (the expected oscillation period). As for other cases that rely on
polarimetry, observations at both 230 and 345 GHz are imperative to isolate the potential
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effects of Faraday rotation, and repeated observations will be needed to distinguish periodic
oscillations from stochastic variability [116].

2.2. Black Holes and Their Cosmic Context

The growth of SMBHs is driven primarily by gas accretion and BH-BH mergers.
Mergers are expected to dominate low-redshift SMBH growth in dense environments,
especially in the high mass range to which the ngEHT will be most sensitive [117–120]. Gas
accretion onto SMBHs is a critical piece of the current galaxy formation paradigm, in which
feedback from accreting SMBHs is required to regulate gas cooling and star formation in
massive galaxies (e.g., [121–123]). At present, however, the details of the feedback processes
are poorly understood and are currently the largest source of uncertainty in understanding
the combined mass assembly history and evolution of galaxies and their central SMBHs.

The ngEHT will provide unique observational access to both modes of SMBH growth
through studies that extend over a vast range of scales (see Figure 8). By beginning to
resolve the accretion flows of dozens of AGNs, the ngEHT will enable the extraction of
information on their masses, spins, and accretion rates, providing crucial insights into
their mass assembly history and growth (Section 2.2.1). In addition, the ngEHT will have
sufficient angular resolution to identify sub-parsec binary SMBHs at any redshift, providing
a powerful complement to gravitational wave observations of galaxy mergers (Section 2.2.2).
In addition, the ngEHT will provide new insights into how SMBHs influence their galactic
environments via feedback through multi-wavelength and multi-messenger studies of their
relativistic outflows. (Section 2.2.3). We now discuss the goals and requirements associated
with each of these objectives.

  Figure 8. Conceptual illustration of the science cases explored within the “Black holes and their
cosmic context” SWG: BH growth, binary BHs and gravitational waves, and MWL studies of BHs
and jets. Credits from left to right: Perimeter Institute, NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center/Jeremy
Schnittman and Brian P. Powell, J. C. Algaba for the EHT Collaboration [15]. Composition: Thalia
Traianou, IAA-CSIC.

2.2.1. Understanding Black Hole-Galaxy Formation, Growth and Coevolution

The masses and spins of SMBHs encode their assembly history. SMBH masses trace
this assembly history in a statistical fashion, with the distribution of SMBH masses—i.e.,
the BH mass function (BHMF)—capturing the population-level growth and evolution over
cosmic time [124]. Measurements of SMBH spin can trace the growth histories of individual
objects. For instance, BHs accreting from a thin disk with a steady rotation axis can be spun
up to a maximum value of a = 0.998 [125], while discrete accretion episodes from disks
with random rotation axes will tend to spin a BH down [126]. In addition, BHs accreting at
low-Eddington rates for Gyrs can also be spun down due from the energy extraction that is
required to power their jets via the Blandford-Znajek process [55,127].

The ngEHT will provide access to SMBH masses by observing the sizes of their horizon-
scale emitting regions at (sub)millimeter wavelengths. EHT observations of M87∗ have
demonstrated that measurements of the diameter of the ring-like emission structure can be
used to constrain the SMBH mass [6]. The ∼11% mass measurement precision achieved
using the initial EHT observations of M87∗—and even the comparatively modest ∼25%
precision achieved for the more challenging observations of Sgr A∗ [12]—establish the
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“shadow size technique” as among the most precise means of measuring SMBH masses (see,
e.g., [128]). With the additional angular resolution and sensitivity provided by the ngEHT,
Pesce et al. [129] estimate that ∼50 SMBH masses will be measurable for nearby AGNs dis-
tributed throughout the sky (see Figure 9). These measurements will substantially increase
the number of SMBHs with precisely-measured masses, improving our understanding of
the BHMF in the local Universe.

Relative to mass measurements, observational spin measurements for SMBHs are
currently scarce; only roughly three dozen spin measurements are available for nearby
SMBHs, with the majority obtained from X-ray diagnostics of the iron K-alpha line [78].
These iron-line measurements are uncertain because the method is highly sensitive to the
orbital radius at which the accretion disk’s inner edge truncates, which is typically assumed
to occur at the innermost stable circular orbit [130]. In addition to their large uncertainties,
current X-ray measurements are also biased towards high Eddington ratio objects.
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Figure 9. SMBH population studies with the ngEHT. (left) Black contours show the estimated
cumulative number density of SMBHs as a function of shadow diameter and 230 GHz flux density.
Colored contours indicate threshold values at which the ngEHT Phase-1 could plausibly measure
the SMBH mass (red), spin (green), and shadow (blue) in a superresolution regime. Reproduced
from Pesce et al. [129]. (right) Estimated 230 GHz compact flux density and BH shadow diameter for
a subset of bright VLBI-detected SMBHs in the ETHER database. Colored lines again indicate the
approximate measurement thresholds for the ngEHT Phase-1 array to measure the BH mass, spin,
and shadow as shown on the left. Adapted from Ramakrishnan et al. [131].

The ngEHT will provide access to SMBH spins by observing the polarized radio
emission emitted by the horizon-scale accretion flows around nearby AGNs. Current EHT
observations have provided only modest constraints on the spin of M87∗ [5,8], but recent
and ongoing advances in our theoretical understanding of near-horizon accretion flows
will soon enable more precise spin quantifications from similar observations. As detailed
in Ricarte et al. [79], linear polarimetric observations made by the ngEHT will provide
estimates of SMBH spins by tracing the near-horizon magnetic field structures. The curl
of the linear polarization pattern in the emission ring near a SMBH has been shown to
correlate with SMBH spin in GRMHD simulations [80,81]. Ongoing studies indicate that
this correlation originates from changes in the magnetic field geometry that are associated
with frame dragging, which becomes stronger as spin increases [132]. Pesce et al. [129]
estimate that the ngEHT will be able to constrain ∼30 SMBH spins through measurements
of their horizon-scale polarized radio emission. Moreover, the spin measurements enabled
by the ngEHT will offer fundamentally new insights by constraining the spins of low
Eddington ratio SMBHs—rather than the high Eddington ratio SMBHs preferentially
measured using X-ray techniques—which is a regime that is more representative of the
overall SMBH population in the Universe.
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The estimates from Pesce et al. [133] and Pesce et al. [129] for the number of SMBHs
for which the ngEHT can make mass and/or spin measurements are based on statistical
considerations, using our current understanding of the local BHMF and the distribution
of SMBH accretion rates to predict how many objects should fall within the observable
window. However, identifying the specific objects to target with the ngEHT for these
measurements requires dedicated observational surveys of AGN to determine which
sources are sufficiently bright, massive, and nearby. To this end, the Event Horizon and
Environs ([ETHER; [131]) database aims to provide a standardized catalog of ngEHT targets.
Currently, the ETHER sample includes ∼103 SMBHs that have been previously observed
to have mas-scale structure at cm wavelengths and which have predicted 230 GHz flux
densities greater than a few mJy. Of these sources, ∼ten have bright 8–86 GHz VLBI
detections (from jet emission) and are predicted to be bright enough to image their jet
bases at .100 Rg with the ngEHT (see Figure 9). The identification of ngEHT targets with
bright accretion inflows but without detected cm-wave jets is ongoing; the currently known
∼200 BHs with estimated ring sizes ≥5µas primarily have (observed arcsec-scale and/or
predicted mas-scale) 230 GHz flux densities less than 1 mJy, with the brightest falling in
the 1 to 10 mJy range. The upcoming release of the e-ROSITA all-sky hard X-ray survey
(with SDSS V and 4MOST spectroscopic followups for BH mass estimates) is expected
to significantly expand the list of potential targets in this accretion-inflow-only sample,
which will permit definitive specifications on the sensitivity requirement for the ngEHT to
measure a large population of horizon-resolved sources.

2.2.2. Understanding How SMBHs Merge through Resolved Observations of
Sub-Parsec Binaries

Binary SMBHs are generic products of galaxy mergers, that are thought to drive
structure formation in our dark energy-driven cold dark matter Universe. During SMBH
mergers, dynamical friction and stellar mass segregation act to draw the two resident
massive objects to the center of the merger remnant [134]. The environmental interactions
that drive the binary to separations of∼0.1–10 pc are understood, but the mechanism(s) that
drive continued inspiral beyond this point—and in particular, to the sub-parsec regime in
which gravitational wave emission is expected to efficiently complete the merger process—
remain unclear (e.g., [135]). A number of solutions to this long-standing and so-called
“final parsec problem” [136,137] have been proposed; for instance, interactions with gas in
a circumbinary disk, and three-body interactions with stars could all contribute and have
significant influence on the shape and evolutionary timescale of the binary. Uncovering the
details of the physics in this last parsec informs the science cases of future gravitational-
wave detectors such as Pulsar Timing Arrays (PTAs) and space-based gravitational-wave
interferometry (e.g., LISA).

The ngEHT will have a nominal angular resolution of 15µas, which implies a linear
resolution of ≤0.13 pc across all redshifts. The effective resolving power may be further
improved by a factor of several through the use of “super-resolution” techniques (e.g.,
Chael et al. [138], Akiyama et al. [139], Broderick et al. [140]). The ngEHT can therefore
spatially resolve SMBH binaries that have entered their steady-state gravitational wave
emission phase. The orbital period at this stage is typically short (months to years), which
makes it accessible to multi-epoch observations with the ngEHT. Furthermore, D’Orazio
and Loeb [141] estimate that between ∼1 and 30 sub-parsec SMBH binaries should have
millimeter flux densities in the &1 mJy regime that will be accessible with the ngEHT.

2.2.3. Multi-Wavelength and Multi-Messenger Studies of SMBHs and Their
Relativistic Outflows

The EHT has already demonstrated the immense value of extensive multi-wavelength
campaigns to augment horizon-scale imaging (e.g., [10,15]), and the ngEHT will similarly
benefit from coordinated observations (for a review, see [142]). In particular, the relativistic
jets launched by SMBHs extend the gravitational influence of BHs to galactic scales, convert-
ing and transporting immense amounts of energy across the full electromagnetic spectrum.
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These jets act as powerful particle accelerators that are thought to produce ultra-high energy
cosmic rays and have also been implicated in the production of high-energy neutrinos
(e.g., [143–148]).

The ngEHT can directly image flaring regions, creating an opportunity to shed light
on the physical mechanisms that drive acceleration of protons to PeV energies and gen-
eration of high-energy neutrinos. Moreover, crucial insights into the jet composition can
be obtained by combining information about the jet dynamics with information about the
accretion power (e.g., from X-ray observations). Ideally, this will involve both triggered
and monitoring ngEHT observations. Triggered observations would happen when a neu-
trino arrives within an error region from a strong blazar. Limiting the trigger on both the
neutrino energy (above ∼100 GeV) and VLBI flux density (above ∼0.5 Jy) would increase
the probability of association and ensure sufficiently high dynamic range of the ngEHT
images, respectively. The initial trigger would be followed by ∼monthly monitoring for
a year. In addition to this mode, observing a large sample of the strongest blazars with
∼monthly monitoring, supplemented by additional single-dish flux monitoring, will pro-
vide an opportunity to study the evolution of sources before neutrino production and to
characterize the features that are associated with neutrino production.

In addition, by observing a population of blazars, the ngEHT will be able to mea-
sure the jet profile from the immediate vicinity of a SMBH through the acceleration and
collimation zones and past the Bondi radius (e.g., [149]). By observing with coordinated
multi-wavelength campaigns, the ngEHT will provide decisive insights into the nature
of the bright, compact “core” feature that is seen in many blazars (e.g., [150]). Current
EHT images of blazars show complex, multi-component emission [16,18,19], so ngEHT
observations extending over multiple months to study the evolution of these components
will be imperative.

Multi-wavelength and multi-messenger studies of flaring activity in blazar jets will
require ngEHT monitoring campaigns with triggering capabilities followed by a cadence
of the order of weeks. Full Stokes polarization capabilities with high accuracy (systematic
errors on polarization <∼0.1%) and high imaging dynamic range (>∼1000:1 to detect faint
jet emission) will be required for mapping the magnetic field in the jet regions through
Faraday rotation analyses. Close coordination with other next-generation instruments, such
as the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA), LISA, SKA, ngVLA, and Athena will significantly
enrich the potential for multi-wavelength and multi-messenger studies with the ngEHT.

2.3. Accretion

Electromagnetic radiation from SMBHs such as M87∗ and Sgr A∗ originates in hot gas,
which is brought close to the BH by an accretion disk (for a review of hot accretion flows,
see [56]). Some of the same gas is also expelled in relativistic jets or winds. Spatially resolved
images of the disk and its associated dynamics provide a remarkable new opportunity to
study accretion physics.

BH accretion disks are believed to operate with the help of the magnetorotational
instability,8 which amplifies the magnetic field in the plasma and uses the associated shear
stress to transport angular momentum outward [154,155]. Signatures of the magnetic
field are revealed via linear and circular polarization of the emitted radiation. Yet, while
spatially-resolved and time-resolved spectropolarimetric observations are thus exceptional
tools for studying the inner workings of BH accretion, we do not at present have even a
single spatially-resolved image of any BH accretion disk.

The closest current results are through EHT observations of M87∗ and Sgr A∗. The
ring-shaped 230 GHz emission surrounding a central brightness depression confirms strong
light deflection and capture near these BHs. However, the angular resolution and dynamic
range achieved so far by the EHT are modest, and it is unclear what part of the observed
radiation is from the accretion disk and what is from the jet (see, e.g., [5,13]). The ngEHT
will have the sensitivity to image out to larger radii from the BH and to make time-resolved
movies in all Stokes parameters. These advances will enable progress on three broad fronts
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in accretion physics: revealing the physical mechanism that drives accretion onto SMBHs
(Section 2.3.1), observing localized electron heating and dissipation (Section 2.3.2), and
measuring signatures of frame dragging near a rotating black hole (Section 2.3.3).

2.3.1. Revealing the Driver of Black Hole Accretion

Our current understanding of accretion close to a BH is largely guided by ideal general
relativistic magnetohydrodynamical (GRMHD) numerical simulations (see, e.g., [156,157]).
These simulations suggest that the strength and topology of the magnetic field play an
important role. When the field is weak and scrambled, the accreting gas becomes turbulent,
with eddies over a wide range of length scales (e.g., [158]). When the field is strong, and
especially when it also has a dipolar configuration (this is called a “magnetically arrested
disk” or MAD; [159]), accretion occurs via large discrete inflowing streams punctuated by
episodic outward eruptions of magnetic flux. The ngEHT will be able to identify these
and other dynamical patterns in the accretion flow by making real-time movies. Flux-tube
eruptions [102,151,152,160], orbiting spiral patterns (e.g., [161]), and bubbling turbulence,
could all be accessible to observations. Crucially, spatially-resolved measurements of the
linear polarization fraction, degree of circular polarization, and Faraday rotation, will
provide rich detail on the magnetic field topology and its strength (e.g., [32]). Different
target sources will presumably have different dynamics and field configurations, opening
up a fruitful area of research. In the specific case of a MAD system, it is unknown exactly
how the strong field originates. One proposal posits that the field is generated in situ by a
radiation-driven battery mechanism (e.g., [162]). It predicts a specific relative orientation of
the dipolar magnetic field with respect to the accretion disk angular velocity vector. If any
of ngEHT’s targets is MAD (EHT observations suggest M87∗ and Sgr A∗ may both be such
systems), testing the predictions of the radiation battery model would be an important
secondary goal.

Accretion-related ngEHT science will be primarily enabled through observations of
M87∗ and Sgr A∗, with two major associated challenges. First, the most interesting effects
occur in regions of the disk within a few event horizon radii. However, this is precisely
where the observed image is highly distorted by the gravitational lensing action of the
BH, the same effect which produces the ring image of M87∗. Disentangling lensing to
reveal the true underlying structure of the accretion disk will require new image processing
techniques. Second, the observed image will often be a superposition of radiation from the
accretion disk and the jet. The two components will need to be separated. One promising
method is to utilize dynamics and variability, which can be quite different in the disk
and in the jet. Observations with a cadence of tg would be ideal to study the most rapid
variability, and interesting variations are expected on all timescales up to 103–104 tg. Full-
night observations with sufficient baseline coverage for snapshot imaging on sub-minute
timescales will needed for Sgr A∗, while a monitoring campaign with a sub-week cadence
and extending for at least 3 months (and, ideally, over multiple years) will be ideal for M87∗.

2.3.2. Localized Heating and Acceleration of Relativistic Electrons

The radiation emitted from an accretion disk is produced by hot electrons, which
receive their heat energy via poorly-understood plasma processes in the magnetized gas.
The most promising idea for heating is magnetic reconnection, which can occur in regions
with large-scale topological reversals of the magnetic field, or in regions with large shear,
or where small-scale turbulent eddies dissipate their energy. All of these processes are at
their most extreme in the relativistic environment found in BH accretion disks.

Our current understanding of relativistic magnetic reconnection is based on particle-
in-cell (PIC) simulations (e.g., [163–166]). These numerical studies show clear evidence for
unequal heating of electrons and ions, as well as acceleration of both into a non-thermal
distribution with a power-law tail at high energies. Electron heating in large flares in BH
disks would be especially interesting for ngEHT observations. A flare may initially appear
as a bright localized region in the image. It will subsequently move around the image, will
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also likely spread to become more diffuse, and will show effects from graviational lensing
(see, e.g., [95,97,102,167]). Both the ordered motion of the heated region and its spreading
will provide fundamental information on the microscopic plasma physics processes. The
heated electrons will also cool as they radiate, causing the electron distribution function
(eDF) to evolve. Multi-wavelength imaging will provide a handle on both the dynamics
and the eDF evolution.

Less dramatic steady heating should also be present, and it will likely show strong
variations as a function of radius in both amplitude and eDF. With the enhanced dynamic
range of the ngEHT, these spatial variations should be accessible over a factor of 10 range
of radius. Particle acceleration and heating is relevant for a wide range of astrophysical
phenomena. While we have some information on low energy processes from laboratory
experiments and measurements in the solar wind, there is currently no observational
technique for direct study of heating in relativistic settings. Imaging BH accretion disks
with the ngEHT can reveal localized heating and acceleration on astrophysical scales and
will track the evolution of the energized electrons. Lessons from such observations would
have a widespread impact in many other areas of astrophysics.

2.3.3. Dynamical Signatures of Frame Dragging Near a Rotating Black Hole

Direct observations of the inner region of the accretion disk provide an opportunity to
study the object at the center, namely, the BH itself. While the most significant effect on
large scales is the immense gravitational pull of a BH, another gravitational property of
these objects is arguably even more interesting. Namely, a spinning BH has the remarkable
property that it drags space around it in the direction of its spin. This so-called frame-
dragging effect is felt by all objects outside the BH, including the accretion disk. The effect
is strongest in regions within a few event horizon radii of the BH.

Spatially-resolved and time-resolved imaging has the potential to confirm the frame-
dragging effect and to study its details (see, e.g., [168]). Since the accretion disk is fed by gas
at a large distance from the BH, the outer disk’s angular momentum vector is likely to be
randomly oriented with respect to the BH spin axis. Only when gas comes close to the BH
does it feel the spin direction of the BH via frame-dragging. The manner in which the disk
adjusts its orientation can provide direct confirmation of the frame-dragging phenomenon.
If the disk is tilted with respect to the BH spin vector, it is expected to precess and align
with the BH inside a certain radius (see, e.g., [5]). Both the precession and alignment
can be observed and studied by the ngEHT. In the special case of a retrograde accretion
flow (i.e., when the disk’s orbital motion is in the opposite direction to the BH spin), the
angular velocity of the disk gas will reverse direction close to the horizon. There will be a
related effect also in the orientation of the projected magnetic field, which may be visible in
polarimetric ngEHT images. Observing these effects directly with the ngEHT would be a
breakthrough achievement and would provide a new tool to study a central prediction of
the Kerr spacetime (see also Section 2.1.2).

2.4. Jet Launching

Relativistic jets are among the most energetic phenomena in our universe, emitting
radiation throughout the entire electromagnetic spectrum from radio wavelengths to the
gamma-ray regime, and even accelerating particles to highest measured energies (for a
review, see [169]). The most powerful jets are those that are anchored by nuclear SMBHs in
AGN, as emphatically demonstrated through the images of M87∗ with the EHT. Yet, despite
this impressive breakthrough, the actual jet launching mechanism and power source is
still uncertain. The ngEHT has the potential to make pivotal discoveries related to the
power source of relativistic jets (Section 2.4.1), and to the physical conditions that launch,
collimate, and accelerate these jets (Section 2.4.2).
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2.4.1. Jet Power and Black Hole Energy Extraction

According to our current theories, jets can either be powered by the liberation of
gravitational potential energy in the accreting material (e.g., [170]) or by directly extracting
the rotational energy of a spinning BH [55]. In both processes, magnetic fields must
play a crucial role. Therefore, measuring the velocity field of the innermost jet regions
and comparing de-projected rotation of the magnetic fields with the rotation of the BH
ergosphere will probe whether jets are launched by rotating BHs.

The ideal target to address this question is M87∗ because of its large BH mass
(M ≈ 6.5× 109 M�), proximity (D ≈ 16.8 Mpc), and prominent jet (Pjet � 1042 erg/s).
Sgr A∗ also provides an important target to study—despite decades of VLBI observations,
there is no firm evidence for a jet in Sgr A∗ at any wavelength. Nevertheless, there are
compelling reasons to continue the search for a jet in Sgr A∗ with the ngEHT, including
the potential for interstellar scattering to obscure the jet at longer wavelengths (e.g., [171]),
evidence for an outflow in frequency-dependent time lags during flares (e.g., [172,173]),
and the fact that favored GRMHD models for Sgr A∗ based on constraints from EHT
observations predict the presence of an efficient jet outflow [13]. Comparing the jets in
M87∗ and Sgr A∗, together with knowledge of their respective BH properties, will provide
fundamental insights into the role of the BH and its environment in producing a jet.

Current EHT observations are limited both in terms of the baseline coverage and image
dynamic range, which prohibits estimates of physical parameters in the critical region just
downstream of the BH. The ngEHT will provide superior baseline coverage and increased
dynamic range, allowing reconstructed movies that simultaneously resolve horizon scale
structure and the jet base in M87∗ and Sgr A∗. To identify the source of the jet’s power with
the ngEHT will require estimates of the magnetic flux threading the SMBH, the spin of the
SMBH (see Section 2.1.2), and the total jet power. These estimates will require high-fidelity
polarized and multi-frequency images with an angular resolution of ∼15µas (a spatial
resolution of ≈ 4GM/c2) and with sufficient dynamic range to simultaneously study both
the near-horizon magnetosphere and the jet over many dynamical timescales.

2.4.2. Physical Conditions and Launching Mechanisms for Relativistic Jets

The ngEHT has the potential to substantially improve our understanding of the mech-
anisms that launch, collimate, and accelerate relativistic jets by measuring the physical con-
ditions at the jet base. For instance, multi-frequency VLBI observations at cm-wavelength
mainly probe the extended jet regions and have revealed that the energy distributions of
relativistic electrons responsible for the emission follow power-laws. This is in marked
contrast to the recent EHT observations of the horizon scale structure around M87∗ and
Sgr A∗, which has been successfully modeled using thermal distributions of electrons [5,13].
Important questions therefore arise regarding which physical mechanisms are able to
accelerate the thermal particles, and where this particle energization occurs. Using multi-
frequency observations at 86 GHz and 230 GHz while making use of VLBI synergies with
the next-generation Very Large Array (ngVLA), the spectral index distribution of the radio
emission can be mapped at high resolution, allowing estimates of the underlying eDF and
indicating possible particle acceleration sites. In addition, linear polarization studies will
reveal the magnetic field structure and strength in the jet, and circular polarization will
reveal the plasma composition (leptonic/hadronic), opening a window to more detailed
understanding of jet microphysics (e.g., [174]).

According to recent GRMHD models, a dynamic range of ∼104 will enable us to
probe the jet in M87∗ at a wavelength of 1.3 mm on scales of hundreds of microarcseconds
and to reliably measure the velocity profile. In addition to the aforementioned array
requirements, monitoring of the jet with cadences of days to weeks is required (for M87∗,
1 day corresponds to roughly 3tg). Figure 10 shows simulated ngEHT reconstructions of the
M87∗ jet, illustrating the ability of the ngEHT to conclusively identify and track kinematic
structure throughout the jet. Finally, in addition to M87∗, there are several other potential
AGN targets (e.g., Cen A, 3C120, 3C84) of comparable BH mass and distance, which can
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also serve as laboratories to study jet launching activity. More distant AGN (z > 0.1) would
require imaging on a ∼monthly basis.

Figure 10. Studying accretion and jet dynamics with the ngEHT. (left) A frame from a simulated
movie of M87∗ [175]. (right) Azimuthal (top) and radial (bottom) brightness variations in a re-
constructed movie of M87∗ using ngEHT Phase-1 coverage. The top panel shows how azimuthal
variations around the black dashed circle track orbital dynamics near the BH, evident here as diagonal
striations with sub-Keplerian angular velocity. The bottom panel shows how radial variations along
the white dashed line will reveal the SMBH-jet connection and measure acceleration within the jet-
launching region. Initial ngEHT monitoring campaigns (light blue vertical bands) will span 3 months
per year with a dense (sub-week) observing cadence; for comparison, current EHT campaigns (dark
vertical bands) only span ∼2 weeks per year, which is insufficient to measure the dynamics of the
accretion disk or jet.

2.5. Transients

Astrophysical transients are the sites of some of the most extreme physics in the
present-day universe, including accreting sources such as BH X-ray binaries and Tidal
Disruption Events, explosive events such as supernova as well as the LIGO/VIRGO
gravitational wave bursts associated with neutron star-neutron star mergers such as
GW170817 [176,177].

In essentially all cases, the radio emission from these transients corresponds to syn-
chrotron emission from relativistic electrons spiralling in magnetic fields either in a jet or in
structures which have been energised by a jet associated with the transient (e.g., [178–182]).
As with supermassive BHs in AGN, probing the formation, propagation and ultimate
energetics of these jets is central to understanding the physics of BHs and how they convert
gravitational potential energy of infalling matter into powerful collimated outflows.

Because the field of astrophysical transients is so diverse, we have chosen to focus
the ngEHT key science goals and associated requirement related to transients on two sets
of objects: BH X-ray binaries (Section 2.5.1) and extragalactic transients (Section 2.5.2).
Together, these categories span most of the range both in the astrophysics under study and
in the technical requirements for the ngEHT.

2.5.1. Dynamics of Black Hole X-ray Binaries

Black hole X-ray binaries (BHXRBs) represent the bright end of the population of
massive stellar remnants in our galaxy. They are expected to number in the few thousands
among a likely population of ∼108 stellar mass BHs in our galaxy, with a typical mass
around 7M�. They accrete, usually intermittently, from a close binary companion and
often reach accretion rates close to the Eddington limit. In other words, they are around
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five (eight) orders of magnitude less massive than Sgr A∗ (M87∗) and are accreting at
> 107 times higher Eddington-ratioed rates. There are good reasons, and indeed much
circumstantial evidence, to suggest that the coupling between accretion ‘states’ and jet
formation at high Eddington ratios are similar between supermassive and stellar-mass BHs,
so their study genuinely, and dramatically, extends the parameter space of study of BHs
(e.g., [183,184]).

The event horizons of these stellar-mass BHs will likely never be resolvable by con-
ventional telescopes, but remarkably it has been established that high-time resolution
X-ray variability studies of BHXRBs probe the same range of scales in gravitational radii,
rg ≡ GM/c2, as the direct EHT imaging of M87∗ and Sgr A∗. Furthermore, decades of
work has established good, but not yet precise enough, connections between characteristic
patterns of variability, arising from within 100rg, and the formation and launch of the most
powerful jets.

With the ngEHT, we will be able to probe BHXRB jets on scales around 106rg, at
which scales bright (sub-)mm flares often have flux densities in excess of 1 Jy and evolve
considerably on timescales of minutes (e.g., [185–187]). VLBI studies of jets at ten times
larger angular scales have provided the most precise determination of jet launch time (and
the corresponding activity in the accretion flow), evidence for strong directional variation
and precession of the jet, and circumstantial evidence for interactions and—presumably—
internal shocks between components moving at different speeds. This is also the region
in rg in which the jets of M87∗ and other AGN have been seen to switch from an initially
parabolic to a later conical cross section (e.g., [149,188–191]). With the ngEHT, we can
directly test if this same collimation is occurring in BHXRB jets. Finally, we now know
from the ThunderKAT project on MeerKAT [192] that large-scale jets from BHXRBs which
decelerate and terminate in the ISM on timescales of∼1 year are common (rate of 2–4/year):
therefore only in this class of object can we track events from their creation and launch
in the accretion flow through to their termination, providing an opportunity for precise
calorimetry of their kinetic power.

2.5.2. Extragalactic Transients

The broad term of extragalactic transients encompasses sources including Gamma
Ray Bursts (GRBs), Tidal Disruption Events (TDEs), neutron star mergers, supernovae, fast
radio bursts (FRBs), fast blue optical transients (FBOTs) and other related phenomena. The
origin of the radio emission from these objects is often within relativistic jets, but it may
also be more (quasi-)spherical.

Some of these phenomena remain optically thick and bright at (sub-)mm wavelengths
for a considerable period of time (months; e.g., [193,194]) which places far less stringent
requirements for response and scheduling of ngEHT. Nevertheless, there is a wide range of
important physics which could conceivably be tackled, such as whether or not jets are being
produced commonly (very topical for TDE jets, which may even be associated with neutrino
production) and how much kinetic power was released in the event. Thus, the ngEHT
could make significant discoveries by measuring the kinetic power, physical structure,
and velocity in extragalactic transients such as GRBs, GW events, TDEs (e.g., [195]), FRBs,
and FBOTs.

2.6. New Horizons

The “New Horizons” SWG was formed to explore and assess non-traditional avenues
for ngEHT scientific breakthroughs. This group has examined topics including terrestrial
applications such as planetary radar science, geodesy, and improved celestial reference
frames [196,197]; studies of coherent sources including magnetars, masers, and fast radio
bursts; and precise astrometry of AGN [198]. We now describe the two key science goals that
have been identified by this SWG, both with cosmological applications: measurements of
proper motion and parallax for a sample of AGN at distances up to ∼80 Mpc (Section 2.6.1),
and studies of SMBHs and their accretion disks using water vapor megamasers, which
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can provide accurate measurements of the Hubble constant up to distances of ∼50 Mpc
(Section 2.6.2).

2.6.1. Proper Motions and Secular (CMB) Parallaxes of AGN

The multi-band capabilities of the ngEHT will enable the use of the source-frequency
phase referencing ([SFPR; [199]) technique, potentially achieving ∼µas-level astrometry
for targets that are sufficiently bright and close to known reference sources [46,47]. In
addition to many other scientific applications such as measurements of (chromatic) AGN
jet core shifts (e.g., [200–202]) and the (achromatic) orbital motions of binary SMBH systems
(e.g., [141]), one of the opportunities afforded by this astrometric precision is a measurement
of the so-called “cosmological proper motion” [203] or “secular extragalactic parallax” [204].
Because the Solar System is moving with respect to the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) with a speed of ∼370 km s−1 [205], extragalactic objects in the local Universe should
exhibit a contribution, µsec, to their proper motion from the Solar Systems’s peculiar motion:

µsec ≈
(

0.018µas year−1
)( H0

70 km s Mpc−1

) | sin(β)|
z

, (1)

where z is the object’s cosmological redshift, H0 is the Hubble constant, and β is the angle
between the location of the source and the direction of the Solar System’s motion with
respect to the CMB [203]. An object located at a distance of 10 Mpc (z ≈ 0.0023) is thus
expected to have µsec ∼ 8µas year−1, while an object located at a distance of 100 Mpc
(z ≈ 0.023) is expected to have a proper motion of µsec ∼ 0.8µas year−1. By measuring
the proper motion of many objects and using multi-frequency observations to mitigate
chromatic effects in time-variable core shift effects (see, e.g., [206]), the ngEHT could thus
isolate the contribution of µsec and provide coarse estimates of H0 that are independent of
standard methods (e.g., [207–210]).

2.6.2. Studies of Black Hole Masses and Distances with Megamasers

Water vapor megamasers residing in the molecular disks around nearby AGNs on
scales of ∼0.1 pc (∼105 rg) have proven to be powerful tools for making precise mea-
surements of SMBH masses (e.g., [211,212]), geometric distances to their host galaxies
(e.g., [213,214]), and the Hubble constant (e.g., [209,215]). While the majority of the research
carried out to date has utilized the 22 GHz rotational transition of the water molecule,
other transitions are expected to exhibit maser activity under similar physical conditions as
those that support 22 GHz masers [216,217]. In particular, both the 183 GHz [218,219] and
the 321 GHz [220–223] transitions have been observed as masers towards AGN. The latter
transition falls in the ngEHT observing band, as does another tranisition at 325 GHz that is
also expected to exhibit maser activity [224].

Observations of water megamaser systems with the ngEHT will necessarily target tran-
sitions such as those at 321 GHz and 325 GHz, rather than the transition at 22 GHz. If the
submillimeter systems are as bright as those at 22 GHz, then the >order-of-magnitude im-
provement in angular resolution brought about by the ngEHT will impart a corresponding
improvement in the precision of maser position measurements in these systems. However,
the typical brightness of submillimeter megamaser systems is currently unknown, and the
two sources that have to date been observed at 321 GHz both exhibit fainter emission at
321 GHz than at 22 GHz [220,221]; it is thus possible that systematically fainter submillime-
ter transitions (relative to 22 GHz) will offset the improvement in position measurement
precision through reduced signal-to-noise ratios. Nevertheless, even comparable measure-
ment precisions for submillimeter transitions will provide a statistical improvement in the
mass and distance constraints for systems observed in multiple transitions. Furthermore,
because the optimal physical conditions (e.g., gas temperature and density) for pumping
maser activity differ between the different transitions, simultaneous measurements of
multiple transitions in a single source may be used to provide constraints on those physical
conditions [216,217]. It is also possible that future surveys will uncover populations of AGN
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that exhibit submillimeter maser activity but no 22 GHz emission, thereby increasing the
sample of sources for which the megamaser-based measurement techniques can be applied.

2.7. Algorithms and Inference

The results produced by the EHT collaboration have been enabled by a suite of new cali-
bration, imaging, and analysis softwares, many of which were custom-built to tackle the unique
challenges associated with the sparsity and instrumental corruptions present in EHT data
as well as with the rapid source evolution and scattering in Sgr A∗ (e.g., [138–140,225–239]).
Many of the difficulties that motivated imaging developments for the EHT are expected to
be compounded in ngEHT observations, with a large increase in data volume (increased
bandwidth, more stations, and faster observing cadence), dimensionality (multi-frequency
and multi-epoch), and requisite imaging fidelity (larger reconstructible field of view and
higher imaging dynamic range). The next generation of algorithmic development is already
underway, with new data processing [240,241], imaging [31,75,242], machine learning [81],
and full spacetime [81,82,97,234,243] methods being designed to address the challenges and
opportunities associated with ngEHT data.

To assess the scientific potential of the ngEHT, inform array design, and prompt the de-
velopment of new algorithms, the ngEHT has launched a series of Analysis Challenges [34].
For each challenge, synthetic (ng)EHT datasets are generated from theoretical source mod-
els. These datasets are made available through the ngEHT Analysis Challenge website9

and are accessible to anyone upon request. Participants then analyze the data by, e.g.,
reconstructing an image or fitting a model, and submit their results through the website.
All submissions are evaluated with metrics quantifying, e.g., data fit quality or similarity of
image reconstructions to the ground truth source model.

Challenge 1 focused on static source models of Sgr A∗ and M87∗ at 230 and 345 GHz,
and was set up mainly to test the challenge process and infrastructure. Challenge 2 was
more science oriented, and focused on movie reconstructions from realistic synthetic obser-
vations of Sgr A∗ and M87∗ at 86, 230, and 345 GHz. Both challenges received submissions
from a broad array of reconstruction methods. Figure 11 shows two submitted movie
reconstructions from Challenge 2. The M87∗ reconstruction shows the ngEHT’s ability to re-
construct both the BH shadow and extended jet dynamics at high dynamic range, allowing
detailed studies of jet launching. The Sgr A∗ shearing hotspot reconstruction, based on [97]
and motivated by the observational results of GRAVITY Collaboration et al. [244], shows
the ngEHT’s ability to reconstruct rapid (intra-hour) accretion dynamics, even in moderate
weather conditions at 230 GHz. In general, Roelofs et al. [34] found that standalone 345 GHz
imaging of the M87∗ jet or Sgr A∗ dynamics is challenging due to severe atmospheric turbu-
lence and optical depth effects. However, multi-frequency reconstructions showed that by
utilizing information from 86 and 230 GHz, the M87∗ jet may be reconstructed at 345 GHz
(see also [31]). Additionally, while the Sgr A∗ shearing hotspot orbit could be reconstructed
well, variability in GRMHD simulations was found to be more challenging to reconstruct
due to the more turbulent nature of the plasma.

Two additional challenges are being run. Challenge 3 focuses on polarimetric movie
reconstructions, and Challenge 4 will focus on science extraction, particularly to attempt
measurements of the BH photon ring and the spacetime parameters. The merit of frequency
phase transfer techniques for multi-frequency imaging will also be investigated (see also [45]).

2.8. History, Philosophy, and Culture

The History, Philosophy, and Culture (HPC) SWG includes scholars from the human-
ities, social sciences, and sciences. HPC Key Science Goals were developed across four
focus groups: Responsible Siting (Section 2.8.1), Algorithms, Inference, and Visualization
(Section 2.8.2), Foundations (Section 2.8.3), and Collaborations (Section 2.8.4). We will now
briefly summarize a selection of these goals that have been prioritized; for a more complete
description, see HPC White Paper [52].
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Figure 11. Example ngEHT reconstructions for Sgr A∗ (top two rows) and M87∗ (bottom two rows),
using submissions for the second ngEHT Analysis Challenge [34]. For each source, upper panels
show ground truth movie frames, and lower panels show example reconstructions. The M87∗

ground truth movie is a GRMHD simulation generated with H-AMR [245] and ray-traced with
ipole [246]; the reconstructed movie was produced using resolve [225]. The Sgr A∗ simulation is a
semi-analytic accretion flow with a shearing hot spot [97,247]; the reconstructed movie was produced
using StarWarps [248]. Panels are reproduced from Roelofs et al. [34].

2.8.1. Responsible Siting

Telescope siting has, historically, relied almost entirely upon ensuring that sites meet
technical specifications required for observation including weather, atmospheric clarity,
accessibility, and cost. As the issues at Mauna kea in Hawai’i show,10 telescopes exist within
a broader context and, as they choose sites, scientific collaborations incur the obligation to
address ethical, social, and environmental specifications alongside technical ones.

The ngEHT has already hosted a workshop dedicated to advancing responsible siting
practices, which drew together experts in a wide range of fields including philosophy,
history, sociology, advocacy, science, and engineering.11 This workshop was run by a dedi-
cated siting focus group within the ngEHT HPC SWG, aimed at addressing the broader
impacts of constructing and operating the chosen sites, with the goal of guiding short- and
long-term siting decisions. Of particular interest to the group is consultation with areas
outside of astronomy which also face questions of responsible siting including biotechnol-
ogy12, archaeology and paleontology13, physics14, and nuclear technologies15. Ultimately,
the goal is to model the decision-making process by joining technical, environmental, and
community concerns, and to arrive at explicit guidelines that could assist with future
siting challenges.

For the ngEHT to achieve its goals on responsible siting, a number of concrete steps
are necessary. First, the collaboration must integrate social and environmental impacts into
its siting decisions, initially, via the inclusion of ethicists, social scientists, environmental
experts, and local community advocates in siting meetings who will contribute to the
decision-making process as well as the inclusion of explicit cultural, social and environ-
mental factors in siting decision metrics; later, via the creation and performance of explicit
community impact studies, in addition to reviewing the environmental impact studies
already performed as part of the standard siting. These studies will embrace surveys of
local social factors for sites to aid in the decision process and will involve on-site community
consultation as well as work with local government and academic structures.
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Second, the collaboration must ensure that when telescopes are built, the building
process is collaborative and non-extractive as well as sensitive to the history and culture of
local communities and the lands in consideration. This goal will require establishing an
ongoing dialogue with local community groups as early as possible in the siting process, and
setting up explicit agreements that are mutually beneficial to all parties. As such, funding
for community consultation and projects is a central part of the funding structure for the
ngEHT; the aim is to ensure that local educational, scientific, and economic opportunities are
built into the project from the out-set. This will involve examining local relationships with
existing sites to be supplemented with new technology, as well as forging new relationships
where un-developed sites are under consideration. The ngEHT project will be carefully
considering who is at the table, and ensuring all local groups that may be impacted
have a voice in the process. The ngEHT will also aim to work to integrate local and
traditional knowledge into this process, recognizing that these are not in tension with
scientific knowledge, but are continuous with it. Moreover, each site will be unique, with
different needs and histories that will inform the kinds of relationships that will develop.
As such, part of the community impact study will need to detail what sort of benefits local
communities may want from, as well as offer to, the ngEHT collaboration. Possibilities
include improved infrastructure, education funding, outreach, and knowledge exchange
under terms and conditions that meet the needs of the communities in question.

The ngEHT must also accept the fact that community, environmental, and cultural
aspects may prevent a site from being developed, and that a ‘no’ from locals is a legitimate
outcome. A clear goal, then, is to work with community siting experts from both inside and
outside astronomy to establish what a ‘no’ looks like, as well as a ‘yes’, and to develop norms
and practices which can help survey local groups to ensure their voices are being heard.

Third, the ngEHT aims to minimize its environmental impact, including careful
consideration of how construction and development of sites may impact native ecosystems
as well as actively planning for what the eventual decommissioning and subsequent
environmental repair of a site will look like. The ngEHT is committed, wherever possible,
to using environmentally friendly techniques, technology, and materials, including in
energy-efficient data-storage and computing.

Finally, a major goal of this focus group will be the production of one or more papers
detailing current best-practices for responsible telescope siting. Here, the initial three to five
sites (i.e., those in the ngEHT Phase-1) will be treated as proof-of-concept sites where norms
can be designed and established, and experts from both inside and outside astronomy will
be brought in to help guide the paper writing process.

2.8.2. Algorithms, Inference, and Visualization

The ngEHT is a long-term project which will heavily rely on software supported
modes of reasoning, including imaging algorithms for image reconstruction, and GRMHD
simulations and relativistic ray tracing codes for parameter extraction. Philosophers of
other sciences relying on computer simulations (including climate sciences and theoretical
cosmology) diagnosed that problematic features might arise in such situations. These
include [266,267] (i) kludging: temporary and ad hoc choices (concerning, e.g., values of
parameters, or a manner of merging together two pre-existing fragments of code) made for
convenience and without principled justification; (ii) generative entrenchment: contingent
choices made during code development in order to deal with problems arising in particular
contexts are baked in and transferred to future versions; over time, awareness of the origin
of various fragments might be lost; (iii) confirmation holism: assigning success or failure of
a numerical model as a whole to a particular fragment of code becomes very hard. Some
of these problematic features may have positive elements—for example, feature (i) makes
code development faster than if it were properly documented; feature (ii) might represent
consensus of the collaboration. Awareness of these features and development of active
means of preventing their negative effects will make inference methods of the ngEHT
more reliable.
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Further, new inferential methods based on various forms of machine learning and
artificial intelligence are becoming increasingly widespread, including in astronomy. Such
methods come with many benefits, including much faster data processing times, but
also with drawbacks, including a lack of epistemic transparency (the inner workings of a
machine learning model are not easily available or even understood by its users, in contrast
with the steps taken by a more traditional imaging or parameter extraction algorithm), and
risk of building in bias through training on data sets containing untested assumption about
the target system. Frameworks for mitigating these risks, so-called explainable artificial
intelligence, have been developed (e.g., [268–270]). We will systematically evaluate these
methods and motivations behind them, isolating those which can and which should be
applied to future ngEHT data analysis pipelines.

Reception of astronomical images takes place in a broader context of visual culture,
and we will consider the importance of aesthetic choices made during production, such as
assignment of color to underlying physical parameters or landscape associations invoked
by the resulting image (e.g., Kessler [271]; HPC White Paper [52]). As for the EHT, im-
ages produced by the ngEHT will shape public perception of black holes and astronomy.
Analysis of such cultural factors will help with being intentional about the impact and
perception of images—inside and outside the technical community. Accordingly, proce-
dures for systematically including such choices and for testing whether an image succeeds
in conveying the intended connotations will be developed, and applied, for example, to
future polarization data and multi-frequency images.

The requirement to achieve long-term reliability of ngEHT inferences will necessitate
the identification of inference methods deemed undesirable, and development of software
evaluation tests to ameliorate those features. Improving image presentation will focus
attention on cultural factors that shape audience reactions to visualizations—in turn, we
will need to develop comprehension tests probing audience responses.

2.8.3. Foundations

The Foundations focus group complements the Fundamental Physics working group,
providing a different, critical lens for thinking about what the ngEHT observations can
tell us about fundamental physics. The ngEHT results will both be informed by, and
inform, philosophical and historical perspectives on issues such as scientific representation
and modeling, idealization, underdetermination, theory testing (confirmation), and more
(Section 3, [52]). This focus group facilitates ongoing interdisciplinary discussions of
foundational issues, in parallel with discussions in fundamental physics.

2.8.4. Collaborations

A fully integrated working group of scholars from the social sciences and humanities
within a STEM collaboration provides an unprecedented opportunity to optimize the
collaboration structure from the very beginning. Our main goal is a structure that enables,
encourages, and emphasizes transparent decision-making, diversity, fair credit assignment
and accountability (Section 4, [52]).16 This translates directly into various requirements for
the ngEHT collaboration, as detailed further below.

In addition, a long-term Forecasting Tournament [287,288] will clarify the ngEHT
decision-making process. Participants’ judgments about the outcome of ngEHT experi-
ments and observations will reveal the novelty of eventual results and will elucidate the
process of hypothesis generation and testing. By systematically collecting predictions,
we will be able to track the return on testing different hypotheses, identify unresolved
ambiguities within the design or implementation of an experiment (which may lead to
new areas of investigation) and develop a more (cost) effective research management
strategy [289]. There are also direct epistemic advantages to surveying predictions and
expectations. The EHT already went to great lengths to counteract a quite natural tendency
to halt image reconstruction when the images coincided with anticipated results (for ex-
ample, blind trials with known, simulated data; autonomous imaging groups who did
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not share intermediate results; [4]). In the ngEHT, imaging programs will become more
elaborate, use of AI more extensive, and data volumes will expand rapidly. Therefore it will
be increasingly important for the collaboration to be aware of forecasted results—precisely
to avoid premature confirmation.

These goals require frequent monitoring and evaluation of the internal communication
structure and climate. This will be achieved via the complementary methods of surveys, in-
terviews, and network analysis tools from the digital humanities (HPC White Paper [52]).17

This will require that at least some collaboration members be available for interviews and
surveys. Only against the backdrop of this ongoing feedback loop will it be possible to
ensure the long-term effectiveness of the following further requirements: (a) a governance
structure that includes a central, representative, elected body, as well as a standing ethics
committee responsible for the creation, adherence to, and updating of the collaboration’s
Community Principles and Code of Conduct—see HPC White Paper [52] for a tentative
proposal; (b) an authorship and membership model tailored to the needs of a modern
collaboration involving members from a diverse group of (scientific and non-scientific)
cultures, i.e., a model that accounts for fair distribution of credit and accountability and
allows for and realizes the value of dissenting opinions.18 A dedicated task force has begun
developing such a model.

3. Summary

The ngEHT project has undergone a multi-year design process to define community-
driven science priorities for the array. This process has identified breakthrough science
related to studies of BH spacetimes, as well as a wealth of new opportunities beyond what
has been explored with past EHT experiments. These science opportunities arise from the
potential to substantially expand upon the currently explored parameter space:

• Improved angular resolution and image fidelity through increased sensitivity and
baseline coverage. These enhancements are the most significant requirements for
studies of fundamental physics with the ngEHT.

• Expanding from independent multi-band observations to simultaneous multi-band
observations at 86, 230, and 345 GHz. This upgrade will substantially improve the
EHT’s sensitivity to observe faint sources, dim extended emission, and compact
structure on the longest baselines at 345 GHz, especially through the use of multi-
frequency phase transfer.

• Adding more sites to enable “snapshot” imaging of variable sources including Sgr A∗,
and extending observing campaigns over multiple years. Together, these upgrades
will improve the temporal sensitivity of current EHT observations by ∼5 orders of
magnitude, enabling a wealth of new variability studies (see Figure 2).

We have classified each of the key science goals discussed in Section 2 as either Thresh-
old or Objective. Threshold science goals define the minimum target that the array concept
is designed to meet. Objective science goals are additional major science opportunities
or stretch target for the array concept to meet. This classification does not indicate the
relative merit of the science objective; some goals are assigned as objective because they
are considered to be too speculative or high-risk (e.g., studies of the photon ring and
frame dragging), insufficiently unique to the ngEHT (e.g., studies of axions and SMBH
binaries), or too poorly understood to define a precise associated instrument requirement
that will guarantee success (e.g., studies of extragalactic transients). Table 1 provides the
categorization of each goal. In addition, we have developed a set of homogeneous array
requirements for the science goals in the framework of a Science Traceability Matrix (STM).
A representative subset of the STM is given in Figure 12.
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Table 1. Key Science Goals of the ngEHT.

Threshold Science Goals

• Establish the existence and properties of black hole horizons
•Measure the spin of a SMBH
• Reveal black hole-galaxy formation, growth and coevolution
• Reveal how BHs accrete material using resolved movies on event horizon scales
• Observe localized heating and acceleration of relativistic electrons on astrophysical scales
• Determine whether jets are powered by energy extraction from rotating BHs
• Determine the physical conditions and launching mechanisms for relativistic jets

Objective Science Goals

• Constrain the properties of a BH’s photon ring
• Constrain ultralight boson fields
• Determine how SMBHs merge through observations of sub-parsec binaries
• Connect SMBHs to high-energy and neutrino events within their jets
• Detect frame dragging within the ergosphere of a rotating BH
•Measure the inner jet structure and dynamics in BH X-ray binaries
• Detect the kinetic power, physical structure, and velocity in extragalactic transients
• Detect proper motions and secular (CMB) parallaxes of AGN up to ∼80 Mpc distances
• Leverage AGN accretion disk megamasers to measure their AGN host properties

Science Objectives Targets Science Measurement Requirements Operational Configuration Array Requirements

Key Science Goal

(† = threshold science goal)
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Physical Parameter Observable Mode Cadence Frequency 
(GHz)

Freq. 
Phase 

Transfer

ngEHT 
Phase

Fundamental Physics

†Establish the existence and properties of black 
hole horizons X X Lensed image of the horizon

Measure brightness and shape of the 
dimmest region of the apparent shadow

Single 
Observation Single campaign with full array 230+345 Yes

M87*: 1
Sgr A*: 2

†Measure the spin of a SMBH X X SMBH dimensionless spin
Average polarization spiral (β₂ phase) over 10 
epochs at 230 and 345 GHz

Multiple 
Observations

M87*: 10 observations separated by >1 month
Sgr A*: 10 full nights with full array 230+345 Yes 2

Constrain the properties of a black hole's 
photon ring X X n=1 photon ring

Statistically significant detection of persistent 
thin ring feature

Multiple 
Observations

M87*: 3 observations separated by >1 month
Sgr A*: 3 full nights with full array 230+345 Yes

M87*: 1
Sgr A*: 2

Constrain ultralight boson fields X X
Superradiance from clouds of 
sub-eV ultralight bosons

Polarization angle oscillation along the 
photon ring and spin measurement

Multiple 
Observations

M87*: 3 observations within 20 days
Sgr A*: 3 full nights with full array 230+345 No 1

Black Holes & their Cosmic Context

†Reveal Black Hole-Galaxy Formation, Growth 
and Coevolution X X X

SMBH masses and indirect 
estimates of their spins

SMBH emission ring and its polarized 
structure in a sample of >10 sources

Multiple 
Observations

One observation (~one night) per target, 
repeated twice 230 No 1

Determine how SMBHs merge through 
observations of sub-parsec binaries X

SMBH binary orbit, masses, 
and (indirect) spins

SMBH spatial separation & evolution of that 
spatial separation

Periodic 
Monitoring

Several measurements taken over at least half 
of the orbital period (months to years) 230 No 1

Connect SMBHs to high-energy and neutrino 
events within their jets X X X X

Neutrinos produced in 
regions with PeV protons

Mapping of the jet (imaging), neutrino 
emission location

Multiple 
Observations

~Monthly observations of >20 bright blazars 
and those with neutrino triggers 86+230+345 Yes 1

Black Hole Accretion

†Reveal how black holes accrete material using 
resolved movies on event horizon scales X X Accreting plasma properties

Surface brightness and spectral index of the 
direct image near the photon ring

Periodic 
Monitoring

M87*: Every 3 days for 3 months (250GM/c³)
Sgr A*: One full night at least 3 times

86+230+345
230+345 Yes

M87*: 1
Sgr A*: 2

†Observe localized heating and acceleration of 
relativistic electrons on astrophysical scales X X

Time-dependent temp., |B|, 
and density in flaring regions

Spatially and time-resolved compact flaring 
structures in sub-mm movies

Periodic 
Monitoring

M87*: Every 3 days for 3 months (250GM/c³)
Sgr A*: One full night at least 3 times

86+230+345
230+345 Yes

M87*: 1
Sgr A*: 2

Detect frame dragging within the ergosphere of 
a rotating black hole X X

Direction of accretion flow 
rotation on scales of 2-10M

Radial evolution of resolved polarization 
structure and dynamics on scales of 2-10M

Periodic 
Monitoring

M87*: Every 3 days for 3 months (250GM/c³)
Sgr A*: One full night at least 3 times

86+230+345
230+345 Yes 2

Jet Launching

†Determine whether jets are powered by energy 
extraction from rotating black holes X

Magnetic flux threading BH, 
BH spin, and total jet power

Polarized, multi-frequency images on horizon 
scales and SMBH spin estimate

Multiple 
Observations Every 3 days for 3 months (250GM/c³) 86+230+345 Yes 2

†Determine the physical conditions and 
launching mechanisms for relativistic jets

X Jet/counter-jet composition, 
B-field structure, and velocity 
field on scales of 5-100M

Full polarization, multi-frequency movies with 
spectral index and rotation measure

Periodic 
Monitoring Every 3 days for 3 months (250GM/c³) 86+230 No 1

X
Multiple 
Observations One full night at least 3 times 230+345 Yes 1

Transients

Measure the inner jet structure and dynamics in 
black hole X-ray binaries X X

Jet collimation profile and 
velocity at 10⁵-10⁶ M

Motion, brightness, and size of ejected 
components during flares

Target of 
Opportunity

Triggered ~10-hr observation with 1-2 follow 
ups on ~days timescale. 2-4 targets per year 86+230 Yes 1

Detect the kinetic power, physical structure, and 
velocity in extragalactic transients X X

Kinetic power, structure, and 
velocity of transient outflows 

Temporally and spatially resolved 
morphology of transient outflows

Target of 
Opportunity

Monthly observations following initial detection 
for 1-2 years. 2-3 targets per year 86+230 Yes 1

New Horizons

Detect proper motions and secular (CMB) 
parallaxes of AGN up to ∼80 Mpc distances X

Proper motions and secular 
(CMB) parallaxes

Multi-year tracking of many sources across 
the sky with 1ps (~5 μas) delay fidelityas) delay fidelity

Multiple 
Observations

Multiple observations spread over >3 years per 
source for >10 sources 86+230 Yes 2

Leverage AGN accretion disk megamasers to 
measure their AGN host properties X

SMBH masses and 
distances; Hubble constant Spectral lines of megamasers

Multiple 
Observations Monthly observations of ~10 sources 300-325 No 1

Figure 12. Representative subset of the ngEHT Science Traceability Matrix (STM). Daggers (†) indicate
threshold science goals. The STM is used to guide the array design and to inform decisions about the
multi-phase deployment.

In conclusion, the ngEHT scientific community has identified a series of science
objectives, with associated observational advances that are feasible over the coming decade.
Taken together, they offer a remarkable opportunity to push the frontiers of VLBI and to
enable a series of new discoveries that will elucidate the extraordinary role of BHs across
all astrophysical scales.
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Notes
1 Since its first observing campaign, three sites have joined the EHT (see Figure 1). These additions are expected to substantially

improve upon the dynamic range of published EHT images.
2 In contrast, most telescopes of the present EHT are astronomical facilities that only commit a small fraction of their total observing

time to VLBI.
3 https://www.ngeht.org/ngeht-meeting-2021 (accessed on 20 April 2023).
4 https://www.ngeht.org/ngeht-meeting-november-2021 (accessed on 20 April 2023).
5 https://www.ngeht.org/ngeht-meeting-june-2022 (accessed on 20 April 2023).
6 https://www.ngeht.org/broadening-horizons-2022 (accessed on 20 April 2023).
7 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/galaxies/special_issues/ngEHT_blackholes (accessed on 20 April 2023).
8 Angular momentum transport may also occur in magnetic flux eruptions (see, e.g., [151]), which would also have distinctive

signatures in ngEHT images and movies (see, e.g., [102,152,153]).
9 https://challenge.ngeht.org/ (accessed on 20 April 2023).

10 Two excellent doctoral dissertations offer fine-grained analysis of the mountaintop dispute, and are a good entry point into this
issue. Ref. [249] focuses on the triply conflicting astronomical, environmental and indigenous narratives that collided at Mt.
Graham, Mauna Kea, and Kitt Peak; Ref. [250] addresses the Kanaka rights claim, specifically about the Thirty Meter Telescope
(TMT), in opposition to a framing of the dispute as one of “stakeholders” or a “multicultural” ideal. Ref. [251] focuses on Mauna
Kea in a subsequent article, also on the TMT. An important current Hawaiian-led impact assessment of the TMT, including
further links, is [252]; other Native Hawaiian scientists, including [253] have spoken for a much-changed process and against the
notion that opposition to the TMT is against science.

11 The workshop was held on the 4th of November 2022. Workshop Speakers included C. Prescod-Weinstein, K. Kamelamela, H.
Nielson, M. Johnson, J. Havstad, T. Nichols, R. Chiaravalloti, S. Doeleman, G. Fitzpatrick, J. Houston, A. Oppenheimer, P. Galison,
A. Thresher and P. Natarajan. Much of the work being performed by the responsible siting group owes its genesis in the excellent
contributions of the speakers and attendees of the workshop and we are grateful for their past and ongoing contributions.

12 For a detailed discussion of siting and community guidelines for gene-drive technology, for example, see Singh [254].

https://www.ngeht.org/ngeht-meeting-2021
https://www.ngeht.org/ngeht-meeting-november-2021
https://www.ngeht.org/ngeht-meeting-june-2022
https://www.ngeht.org/broadening-horizons-2022
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/galaxies/special_issues/ngEHT_blackholes
https://challenge.ngeht.org/
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13 There is much discussion within these fields of how we ought to think about community-led and non-extractive science. Good
starting places for the literature include Watkins [255], Supernant and Warrick [256].

14 An outstanding example of joint concern crossing environmental, cultural, epistemic, and technical concerns, in the case of
LIGO, can be found in Nichols [257]. Another instanced of community participation by (here in relation to NASA for their
Asteroid Redirect Mission): Tomblin et al. [258]. On the siting of the Superconducting Supercollider, Riordan et al. [259]; an
historical-anthropological study of the placement of the French/European launch center, Redfield [260].

15 Consent, and environmental justice, have been at the center of siting nuclear facilities, including power generation, weapons
testing, accident sites, and waste disposal. The literature is vast, but a starting point with many further references can be found in
sources including: Gerrard [261] addresses community concerns about siting from the perspective on an environmental lawyer;
Kuletz [262] focuses on Western US nuclear sites of waste; Masco [263] attends to the quadruple intersection of weapons scientists,
Pueblo Indian nations, nuevomexicano communities, and activists as they live amidst and confront the legacy of Los Alamos. On
consent-based siting rather than top-down imposition, see Hamilton et al. [264]; and for a recent development and analysis of
consent-based siting, Richter et al. [265].

16 For lessons learnt regarding knowledge formation, governance, organisational structure, decision-making, diversity, account-
ability, creativity, credit assignment and the role of consensus, from a range of perspectives across the humanities and so-
cial sciences, see e.g., (a) in general: Galison and Hevly [272], Knorr Cetina [273], Sullivan [274], Shrum et al. [275], Boyer-
Kassem et al. [276] and references therein; (b) for specific collaborations and institutions: Collins [277], Nichols [278] on
LIGO; Boisot et al. [279], Ritson [280], Sorgner [281], Merz and Sorgner [282] on ATLAS and/or CERN; Jebeile [283] on the IPCC;
Smith et al. [284], Vertesi [285] on NASA; and Traweek [286] on SLAC and KEK.

17 Regarding network analysis, communication structures and epistemic communities, see for instance the following texts and refer-
ences therein: Kitcher [290,291], Zollman [292,293,294], Longino [295], Lalli et al. [296,297], Light and Moody [298], Wüthrich [299],
Šešelja [300].

18 Regarding authorship challenges and possible solutions relevant to the ngEHT context, see e.g., Resnik [301], Boyer-Kassem
et al. [276], Rennie et al. [302], Cronin [303], Galison [304], Wray [305], McNutt et al. [306], Bright et al. [307], Heesen [308],
Dang [309], Nogrady [310], Habgood-Coote [311] and www.icmje.org/icmje-recommendations.pdf (accessed on 20 April 2023).
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